Coronavirus

Technology Solutions
This toolkit includes guidance regarding the Coronavirus (COVID-19)
as it relates to the Queensland real estate industry.

REIQ TECH SOLUTIONS
This REIQ guide to the technology is designed to help you and your team work remotely and keep
you trading during the coronavirus pandemic. Please ensure that you understand the terms of use
governing these tools and confirm compliance requirements before utilising them.
Tech that will keep your team together:
 Tech to run meetings: Hold your team accountable on a daily basis with team meetings run
on Zoom. It runs on the cloud so you don’t need to download anything and you can access
video conferencing via a desktop, laptop or even a mobile phone app. It’s easy to setup and
even the free version lets you have meetings of up to 40 minutes with up to 100
participants. You can also use Skype for Business.


Tech to keep up to date and collaborate: Email is probably the least responsive way to get
through this crisis, especially when it comes to working together as a team. This is because
anything you attach creates versions which can quickly become out-of-date and all require
uploading and downloading to be edited which is time-consuming.
Enhance your daily team standups with collaboration tools like Slack which is essentially a
chat room for your business and allow the conversations to continue and decisions be made.
Slack lets you create channels – so you’ll have one channel for the whole business and then
smaller channels for individual teams (John’s sales team, Em’s Property Managers etc),
and/or you can direct message individuals.
It’s cloud-based and works anywhere as long as you’re online. It also has a very effective
mobile phone app. Slack also integrates with other apps like Dropbox and Google Drive
which means you can edit documents on the fly. It’s also fully searchable so you can easily
find conversations and decisions.



Tech to share documents: There is a myriad of apps to support document sharing. Dropbox
is easy-to-use and free to setup and Google Drive is very popular too. If you’re a Microsoft
user, now might also be the time to explore OneDrive which is part of your Office365
account. Each will allow you to upload and/or create documents and share them with others
in your team, who – depending on your permissions – can also edit or comment. The trick
with shared drives however is to choose ONE and mandate its usage across the team and
then create some good filing and admin rules on how they are to be used just as you would
mandate office filing. Don’t let everyone use their own or you’ll end up with information
everywhere.
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Tech for team projects: Check out tools like Monday, Asana, Trello or Basecamp. Your team
will be able to see updates in real time, share links to files and they’re all easier and much
more visual which means you can see where things are at a glance even on your phone. And
that will help you spot issues before they become problems.



Tech for team training: Use Zoom to organise webinars – you can share your screen and run
through slides or powerpoints and even record proceedings. If you need to record videos for
training, check out Loom. You can use it on any website and record both your actions and
your own face, so it’s a great way to step people through processes.

Tech that will keep you selling:
 Tech executions of forms and contracts: Uploading forms and contracts, filling them in
manually, scanning, emailing them through the office email and then waiting for them to be
returned via email and the data entered into your CRM and filed properly is a laborious, slow
and old-school process at the best of times. With your team working from various locations
across town, your paper trail will end in tears. RealWorks integrates with all of the major
CRM’s and stores your documents digitally. Most forms in RealWorks can be executed using
DocuSign and Property Managers can access One Touch Execution for their tenancy
agreements. This will allow you to create forms and contracts centrally and share links,
keeping paperwork centrally regardless of who in your team needs to access it.


Tech for appraisals, marketing planning and sales solutions: A beautifully designed, handdelivered appraisal that you run through in-person most likely needs to be substituted for a
digital version at the present time. Look at options like Proposal Point and then schedule a
Zoom meeting to step the vendor through.
Some solutions combine these tasks with full end-to-end digital sales solutions like Realtair.
Realtair’s Pitch, Sign, Flow and Track products let you not only pull together state-of-the-art
appraisal documentation more quickly, but handles the sales process from end-to-end and
connects seamlessly with Campaign Track so activities can be easily scheduled and delivered.
Real Time Agent is also worth a look as it will save you four hours per property in paperwork
and administration.



Tech for alternatives to Open Homes: If your sellers are okay with you visiting the property,
you can do a quick virtual walkthrough with HomeLive or create a virtual tour with Virtual
Tours Creator so you can see where people stop and click. But if your sellers barricade the
doors, there’s still an option. Check out RealAR. Provide them with a floorplan and your
portal listing photos and they will build an augmented walkthrough that will help buyers feel
like they’re really there.
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Tech for virtual staging: The property is a mess, or worse, empty of all furniture but now you
can’t get a stager. Send the photos to BoxBrownie who will install virtual furniture, fix the
lighting, carry out some virtual renovations or just clean up the clutter. It’s very affordable
too.



Tech alternatives for in person negotiations and auctions: How are you going to auction if
no one turns up? In these times, being completely transparent about negotiations is
important to keep buyers engaged from fleeing. Check out the range of transparent online
systems for private treaty negotiations. These include RESO, MarketBuy and Openn.

The tech that will support your tenants and landlords:
 Tech for virtual inspections: Virtual Tours Creator also works well in this space as you can
share the finished file with your landlord, allowing them to zoom into areas of interest. But if
you trust your tenant, using a Messenger video call could also get you through at a pinch and
you can use it even if you don’t have a Facebook account. Onboard new tenants using Loom
videos or Zoom.


Tech for property maintenance inquiries: Your tenants won’t let anyone through the door
and your tradies won’t show anyway. But that doesn’t mean things won’t go wrong. And
when all of this is over, there’s going to be a tsunami of work to do on top of the usual BAU.
Email isn’t the tool to manage this. You need to help your tenants self-service to resolve
issues where possible and have jobs briefed and ready to go in a way that can be easily
tracked. To this end, check out Rental Heroes which is a clever chatbot that allows tenants to
report issues quickly and easily using SMS or chat, and receive help or create a clear brief. It
also integrates with PropertyMe, InspectRE and PropertyTree. Kiwi newcomer Tapi has a
nice product called Tenant Concierge that allows tenants to report issues 24/7, helping you
acquire all the details and assess the need for a call out.

Tech for building your marketing presence:



Everyone is going to be on social media platforms a lot over the next month or so. So
what better time to build your social media profile? Turn the data from your CRM or
CoreLogic account into great content about your suburb or listings using
HomePrezzo. It will help you create videos, reports and social media data
visualisations in minutes rather than days and let you share them out quickly, or post
onto your website. RealContent offers ready-to-go articles already pre-written.



Turning content into targeted advertising is the next step and there’s now a range of
tools to help real estate agents do that without needing to master Facebook Ad
Manager. Check out SpokeApp.io which automates digital ad creation for Facebook,
Instagram and GoogleAds. Adfenix and CCT are other options being used by agents in
Australia. Or if you want to outsource it altogether, use this time to check out Plezzl
or Socialestate which offer more agency based services.
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